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Abstract

Until recently, transcriptomics was limited to bulk RNA sequencing, obscuring1

the underlying expression patterns of individual cells in favor of a global average.2

Thanks to technological advances, we can now profile gene expression across3

thousands or millions of individual cells in parallel. However, this new type of data4

poses complex computational challenges for disentangling biological variation from5

technical variation, uncovering novel cell types, and reconstructing trajectories6

of differentiating cells from data that are noisy, heterogenous, and sparse. Here,7

we develop a full generative model for probabilistically reconstructing trees of8

cellular differentiation from single-cell RNA-seq data. Specifically, we extend9

the framework of the classical Dirichlet diffusion tree (DDT) to simultaneously10

infer branch topology and latent cell state along diffusive trajectories over the full11

tree. Finally, we demonstrate that Markov chain Monte Carlo inference with our12

augmented DDT model can recover latent trajectories from simulated single-cell13

transcriptomes.14

1 Introduction15

Many problems in biology invoke the question of how to describe and measure cell state. One16

particularly informative measure is gene expression, i.e., the amount of messenger RNA (mRNA) cor-17

responding to each gene. Recent techniques offer unprecedented insight into cellular gene expression18

by facilitating massively-parallel quantification of RNA molecules at single-cell resolution (single-19

cell RNA sequencing, or scRNA-seq) [1–3]. However, the resulting data are noisy and zero-inflated,20

confounding traditional analysis techniques [4, 5]. In this work, we employ a Bayesian approach21

to directly model sources of uncertainty in single-cell transcriptomic data and infer interpretable,22

probabilistic insight into cell state.23

The particular biological phenomenon we study is cellular differentiation, the process by which a24

less specialized progenitor (e.g., a stem cell) gives rise to cells with more specialized function [9].25

Differentiation is ubiquitous to multicellular life, occuring during development – when a zygote26

rapidly divides to form a complex organism [6] – and over the course of adulthood – e.g., in humans,27

the blood immune system undergoes continuous regeneration (through hematopoiesis) [7] and the28

gut lining is entirely replenished by new cells on the order of days [8]. The process of cellular29

differentiation can be represented as a tree whose branches designate the incremental progression30

of more general cells into various mature cell types [9]. However, many fundamental questions31

remain. How do identical progenitors reliably give rise to a suite of branching cell fates? How do the32

dynamics of gene expression change over time and across lineages? What is the molecular program33

by which orchestrated changes in co-expression lead cells down one path or another?34

To address these questions, we seek to infer the latent tree of cellular differentiation and the genes that35

drive its topology from scRNA-seq measurements, which provide a noisy snapshot of cell state. Since36
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the assays used to measure gene expression are destructive to cells, we cannot follow a single cell37

along its trajectory through time, and must therefore infer this trajectory by sampling many individual38

cells [4, 5, 10]. Further complicating analysis, any given sample (e.g., of hematopoietic cells) is a39

non-uniform draw of unlabeled time points from the underlying tree of differentiation [10].40

In this work, we begin by reviewing previous approaches to reconstructing cell trajectories and41

Bayesian inference on trees in Section 2. In Section 3, we develop a new generative model for42

scRNA-seq data arising from cells undergoing a dynamic, bifurcating differentiation process. In43

Section 4, we describe our inference algorithm, which arises naturally by applying Bayes’ theorem to44

invert the generative model into a method for sampling from its stationary distribution. Finally, in45

Section 5, we present initial experiments that demonstrate the ability of our proposed techniques to46

recover structure from simulated single-cell transcriptomes.47

Ultimately, we aim to apply our novel model to scRNA-seq datasets of human hematopoietic and48

mouse gut epithelial cells. This analysis will uncover how changes in cell state are driven by systems-49

level transcriptional “programs” – networks of co-regulated genes whose expression is orchestrated50

by complex interactions among a handful of transcription factors. Further, our work will enable51

experimental interrogation of model predictions [11], by observing changes in gene expression and52

tree topology in response to targeted knockdown of genes implicated in particular trajectories.53

2 Background54

Many methods exist to infer lineage relationships from single-cell transcriptomic data [10]. However,55

most require suitable normalization or dimensionality reduction beforehand, assume a fixed number56

of branch points (often zero or one), retain no notion of uncertainty, or do not infer differentially57

expressed genes in conjunction with reconstructing the tree [12–21].58

In contrast, we develop a Bayesian model of differentiation that is not fragile to preprocessing methods,59

since we directly model gene expression counts, and yields interpretable results for differential60

expression across lineages. Our approach provides a generative means of evaluating and simulating61

from the model, as well as a principled way of accounting for technical factors like zero-inflation due62

to gene dropout. Further, we leverage Bayesian nonparametrics to flexibly learn trees of unbounded63

width and depth, with no requirement for a priori knowledge of the exact number of cell fates.64

Previous approaches to Bayesian modeling of latent tree structures either assume data are generated65

only at the leaves (e.g. Dirichlet [22] or Pitman Yor [23] diffusion trees, hierarchical Dirichlet66

process [24]) or at the nodes of the tree (nested Chinese restaurant process [25], tree-structured stick67

breaking process [26]). In contrast, we seek to model data arising from a more challenging regime in68

which observations are generated continuously over the entire tree, from root to leaves.69

3 Generative Bayesian framework for cellular differentiation70

3.1 Observation model for single-cell RNA-seq71

Consider a single cell containing a set of mRNA transcripts corresponding to each gene that is72

currently expressed. We assume that, for a particular cell type, the discrete count M of transcripts of73

a particular gene g has a Poisson distribution with rate λ(g): M ∼ Poiss(λ(g)).74

Throughout the workflow for droplet-based sequencing [1–3], the current state of the art for single-cell75

transcriptomes, there are several processes known to affect accurate observation of M [4, 5, 27]76

(Appendix A). First, after each cell is captured by a droplet containing a single bead, transcripts must77

bind to barcoded DNA primers coating the bead. We assume each mRNA molecule hybridizes with78

probability ph to a primer with an i.i.d. uniform primer-specific barcode (unique molecular identifier,79

or UMI) [1]. Next, transcripts must be reverse transcribed and amplified through Polymerase Chain80

Reaction (PCR); we assume probability pd of successful amplification per round. After R rounds of81

PCR, molecules hybridize to the flow cell for sequencing with some probability; call this p′h. Since82

the original quantity M was Poisson distributed, we can use the thinning property and the marking83

property to show that the number attached to each unique UMI and ultimately sequenced is84

M1, . . . ,MNUMI

i.i.d.∼ Poiss

(
(1 + pd)

R p′h ph λ
(g)

NUMI

)
, (1)
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where NUMI is the number of unique UMIs, with NUMI = 410 for a 10 basepair UMI. Finally, mRNA85

counts per gene are quantified by aligning partial transcripts to a reference genome, resulting in an86

overall count x(g) for this particular gene, with x(g) =
∑NUMI
i=1 1 [Mi > 0] . The distribution of x(g)87

has a closed-form expression:88

x(g) ∼ Binom
(
NUMI , 1− e−qλ

(g)
)

with q :=
(1 + pd)

R p′h ph
NUMI

, (2)

where q is a hyperparameter accounting for gene dropout. Because of dropout and the fact that most89

genes are turned off at any given time, the expression profile for cell c, xc, is a sparse vector of digital90

counts in roughly N20,000 (for human cells) [4, 5, 27].91

3.2 Augmented Dirichlet diffusion trees for inferring cell trajectories92

We model observed expression profiles as arising from an underlying branching process. In particular,93

we model the hidden abstraction of cellular developmental state, λ ∈ RG, as draws from a latent94

tree, and replace the original Poisson rate parameter for gene expression with h(λ(g)) for some link95

function h : R → R≥0. Next, we describe in more detail the generation of λ = [λ(1), ..., λ(G)],96

corresponding to genes 1, . . . , G, for each cell.97

Figure 1: Classical DDT (left) vs. our augmented DDT
(right). Upper: cartoon of tree and data points. Upper right
inset: A prior Beta(5, 1) distribution over cell pseudotimes in
our augmented DDT. Lower: Cellular developmental states
simulated from each model (colored by time).

Dirichlet diffusion trees (DDTs) pro-98

vide a nonparametric model for a la-99

tent branching process, including tree100

topology as well as locations along the101

branches (Appendix B). As classically102

formulated, the DDT serves to flexibly103

model densities for data generated at104

the leaves of a binary tree, with Gaus-105

sian diffusion (Brownian motion) be-106

tween nodes [22] (see Figure 1, left).107

We extend the DDT model to gener-108

ate latent values (cell states) according109

to a continuous-time distribution over110

the entire tree (Figure 1, right).111

A draw from the distribution describ-112

ing a K-leaf DDT yields a set of loca-113

tions for both internal and leaf nodes,114

as well as a means of sampling all115

branch locations. In practice, we do116

not use the full continuum of branch117

locations (gray lines, Figure 1) but fo-118

cus on the locations of each cell (blue119

dots, Figure 1, right). Therefore, in120

our algorithm, we instantiate the set of tree node locations, τ , and we additionally instantiate only121

those branch locations that correspond to cells. We can think of each location, or point, in the tree as122

a pair comprising the rate λ ∈ RG (the horizontal axis in Figure 1) and the pseudotime t (the vertical123

axis in Figure 1). Thus, cell state λc can be seen as a projection of its overall location in the tree,124

(λc, tc).125

In our case, the number of leaves (cell fates) is no longer fixed to the number of data points126

as in a classical DDT, so we place an appropriate prior to regularize the depth of the tree, e.g.127

K ∼ 1 + Poiss(K0). Given a set of node locations τ (times and rates) drawn according to the128

distribution describing a classical DDT for some initial setting of K (Appendix B), each cell c129

diffuses down this tree (as detailed in Appendix C) until a random time point. Its location in the tree at130

this time yields a latent rate λc = [λ
(1)
c , . . . , λ

(G)
c ] for the cell. Finally, we sample its gene expression131

profile xc = [x
(1)
c , . . . , x

(G)
c ] according to the observation model, x(g)c | h(λ(g)c ), as in Section 3.1.132

Here, we make the simplifying assumption that genes are expressed independently conditioned on133

the latent hierarchical structure of differentiation.134
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4 Inference135

Having specified our generative model, we can derive a Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler to136

approximate the Bayesian posterior for the model parameters. In particular, we aim to recover the137

tree topology and cell rates and pseudotimes. We derive Metropolis-Hastings proposals for efficient138

mixing over trees in order to sample from our augmented DDT model. In brief, our proposals include:139

(i) Cell resampling to propose new pseudotimes and rates for all cells, conditioned on τ . This140

is akin to a Gaussian mixture model over extant branches at a given time slice tc.141

(ii) Subtree prune and regraft, as originally formulated for DDTs [22], detaches a random142

subtree and draws its new parent from the prior (resampling cells on the affected interval).143

(iii) Split/merge to propose growing or pruning subtrees, changing the dimension of the tree by144

one or more leaves (and resampling all affected cells).145

(iv) Gibbs updates to latent node rates (conditioned on their immediate neighbors) and diffusion146

parameter σ (with a conjugate Inverse Gamma prior).147

(v) Message passing on trees to perform exact inference on node and cell rates, given their148

neighbors. Here, we are working toward leveraging Pólya-gamma (PG) augmentation [28]149

(with an appropriate choice of link function h) to reparameterize Binomial observations as150

Gaussian likelihoods, conditioned on Gaussian latent variates and auxiliary PG variates.151

5 Initial results152

Figure 2: Shifts in λ (left) and x (right), based on the
first two principal components. Arrows, each corre-
sponding to a single “cell,” are colored by true time
and point from true to inferred value, following PCA of
each set of plotted points. Upper: initialized tree; lower:
maximum a posteriori tree.

In preliminary experiments, we simulated153

single-cell data in order to check our abil-154

ity to infer latent parameters against known155

ground truth. Initial results demonstrate156

that we can recover latent structure using157

a limited version of the sampler. We ob-158

tained the best results by initializing with159

Kinit � Ktrue, such that the initial tree160

spans a diverse subspace of cell outcomes161

and the sampler reshapes and prunes the162

low-likelihood branches.163

We simulated data by sampling cell times164

tc ∼ Beta(5, 1) and drawing latent loca-165

tions λc ∈ R10 from the augmented DDT166

model with 5 leaves and concentration167

α = 1. We simulated expression profiles168

x
(g)
c | h(λ(g)c ) with link h(λ(g)) = eλ

(g)

.169

We initialized the sampler with a tree drawn170

from a prior over DDTs with 25 leaves and the same concentration parameter, with initial cell times171

randomly sampled from the same time distribution. Following a burn-in of 500 steps and 2500172

additional iterations of MCMC, we examined sampled trees and assessed convergence based on trace173

plots. The maximum a posteriori (MAP) tree1 recovered the true number of leaves (“cell fates”),174

although node times and locations were not identical. The latter discrepancy motivates future work175

toward developing tree metrics based on node-matching, including comparing trees of differing176

depths. Further, examination of per-cell shifts in the true and inferred tree locations and simulated177

observations demonstrates partial recovery of ground-truth values. Specifically, we observe that the178

distances between true and inferred values per cell (visualized following PCA) greatly shrink from179

initialization to MAP tree, indicating that we are approaching ground truth (Figure 2).180

Ultimately, we are interested in the stochasticity of lineage fate specification – whether cells “commit”181

to (are probabilistically inclined toward) particular fates prior to branching – and in reconstructing182

the master regulatory programs and fitness landscapes that govern large-scale changes in cell state.183

1More precisely, the sampled tree with highest probability.
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A Observation model for single-cell RNA-seq260

Consider a single cell containing a set of mRNA transcripts corresponding to each gene that is currently expressed.261

We assume that, for a particular cell type, the discrete count M of transcripts of a particular gene g has a Poisson262

distribution with rate λ(g),263

M ∼ Poiss(λ(g)). (3)

For droplet-based methods, the current state-of-the-art for scRNA-seq, cells are flowed through a microfluidic264

device such that each cell is captured by a droplet of fluid containing a single microbead covered in a large number265

(roughly 108) of barcoded DNA primers [1–3, 27]. Each primer contains a PCR handle, bead-specific barcode,266

and primer-specific barcode (unique molecular identifier, or UMI). Following cell lysis, mRNA transcripts267

hybridize to these randomized primers. Under the assumption that each droplet contains a single microbead and268

a single cell, the bead-specific barcode acts as a cell-specific barcode and the UMI acts as a transcript-specific269

barcode [1]. As there are vastly more primers on the microbead than mRNA levels in the cell (at most roughly270

106), we assume that each transcript hybridizes with probability ph to a primer with an i.i.d. uniform UMI. Since271

the original quantity M was Poisson distributed, we can use the thinning property and the marking property to272

show that the number attached to each unique UMI is273

M1, . . . ,MNUMI

i.i.d.∼ Poiss

(
phλ

(g)

NUMI

)
. (4)

Ideally, each Mi ∈ {0, 1}; if Mi > 1, we will underestimate the number of copies of mRNA for a given gene.274

However, this caveat is decreasingly important as NUMI increases, and effectively disappears when NUMI � λ275

(i.e. the number of unique UMIs greatly exceeds the number of mRNA transcripts for each gene). Assuming a 10276

basepair UMI, this process enables digital quantification of mRNA molecules up to 410 transcripts per gene [1].277

Following reverse transcription of the bound mRNA to complementary DNA (cDNA), we use Polymerase Chain278

Reaction (PCR) to exponentially amplify the cDNA library [27]. Assume each molecule has some probability279

pd of successfully replicating for each round of PCR. Again using the Poisson marking/thinning property, after280

R rounds of PCR we have281

M ′1, . . . ,M
′
NUMI

i.i.d.∼ Poiss

(
(1 + pd)

R ph λ
(g)

NUMI

)
. (5)

The library is then loaded onto a flow cell for sequencing; we assume that each transcript hybridizes to the lawn282

of oligonucleotides with some probability p′h, yielding283

M ′′1 , . . . ,M
′′
NUMI

i.i.d.∼ Poiss

(
(1 + pd)

R p′h ph λ
(g)

NUMI

)
. (6)

Finally, following sequencing, mRNA counts per gene are quantified by aligning partial transcripts to a reference284

genome, with basic error correction to eliminate singletons and account for sequencing error [1, 3, 27], resulting285

in an overall count for this particular gene,286

x(g) =

NUMI∑
i=1

1
[
M ′′i > 0

]
. (7)

The distribution of x(g) has a closed-form expression:287

x(g) ∼ Binom
(
NUMI , 1− e−qλ

(g)
)

(8)

q :=
(1 + pd)

R p′h ph
NUMI

, (9)

where q is a hyperparameter accounting for gene dropout.288

Because of dropout and the fact that most genes are turned off at any given time, the expression profile for cell c,289

xc, is a sparse vector of digital molecular counts in roughly N20,000 (for human cells) [4, 5, 27].290

B Dirichlet diffusion trees291

The Dirichlet diffusion tree (DDT) model provides a family of priors of over infinitely exchangeable data that292

derive from a latent binary branching process. As classically formulated, the DDT model generalizes Dirichlet293

process mixture models for data that are hierarchical, such that data points are generated at the leaves and internal294

nodes correspond to hierarchical clusters [22].295
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Consider a draw from the distribution over K-leaf DDTs. If marginalized over the paths between nodes, the296

sampled DDT consists of a set of locations (internal or leaf nodes) and pseudotimes,297

τ = {(λr, tr)}2K−1
r=1 . (10)

Here, we use r to index the locations of tree nodes (internal nodes and leaves), as opposed to c, which we later298

use to index the locations of cells along the tree.299

Tree topology is generated by iteratively simulating paths of particles according to a Gaussian diffusion process300

(i.e. Brownian motion). Specifically, a particle that has reached X(t) at time t ∈ (0, 1) will diffuse to301

X(t+dt) = X(t)+N(0, σ2
0 I ·dt) after an infinitesimal amount of time dt, for some σ2

0 that governs diffusion302

(which can be learned). Integrated over a discrete time interval ∆t, then,X(t+∆t) ∼ N
(
X(t), σ2

0 I(∆t)
)

[22].303

Following Neal [22], we assume a branching rate of a(t) = α/(1 − t), where α is a smoothness parameter304

related to whether branches are concentrated toward the root or the leaves. Let305

A(t) ,
∫ t

0

a(u) du = −α log(1− t); (11)

this is the cumulative branching function. If a particle is on a leg of the tree bookended by times [ta, tb], and306

there are m particles that have traversed this path, the probability of branching at some time t ∈ (ta, tb) is307

Bta(t) , P (branch in [ta, t]) = 1− e(A(ta)−A(t))/m = 1−
(

1− t
1− ta

)α/m
. (12)

To see when/if a new particle branches on an existing leg of the tree [ta, tb], we calculate tr by the inverse CDF308

method. If tr > tb, then the particle does not create a new branch on this leg and instead follows one of the309

existing branches at time tb.310

Overall, to create a DDT with K particles:311

1. Set the root of the tree to some origin (µ0, 0), corresponding to a typical value for the data – here, we312

leverage prior knowledge about average expression profiles for stem cells. Draw the first particle’s313

leaf location as λ`1 ∼ N(µ0, σ
2
0 I).314

2. For k = 2, . . . ,K:315

a) Find the next branch point and time, (λb, tb), (e.g. for k = 3, this will be where the second
particle diverged) and find the number of particles m that have taken this path. Draw u ∼
Unif(0, 1) and compute a proposed branching time,

tr = B−1
ta (u) = 1− elog(1−ta)+

m
α

log(1−u).

b) If tr < tb, branch at time tr . Sample the branching location according to the Brownian bridge316

defined by its Markov blanket, i.e. nodes a and b bookending the start and end of this leg,317

λr ∼ N

(
λa +

tr − ta
tb − ta

(λb − λa) , (tr − ta)

(
1− tr − ta

tb − ta

)
σ2
0 I

)
. (13)

This equation derives from the properties of Brownian bridges. A Brownian bridge on the318

interval [0, T ], starting at X0 = 0, and ending at XT = 0 has Xt ∼ N(0, t(1− t/T )σ2
0 I). We319

want a bridge between λa and λb for times tr ∈ (ta, tb), or, equivalently, tr − ta ∈ (0, tb − ta).320

Rewriting the time interval this way yields the variance in Eq. (13), and the mean comes from321

interpolating between λa and λb over time. Record this branch point (λr, tr) and sample its322

final leaf location from N(λr, (1− tr)σ2
0 I). Move on to the next particle.323

c) If tr > tb, do not branch off of this leg. Instead, pick one of the two branches at time tb with324

probability equal to mi/m, where mi, i ∈ {1, 2} is the number of particles that previously325

chose that branch. Go back to step a).326

C Model for gene expression rates conditional on a tree327

In order to model cells as arising from a continuous-time distribution over a Dirichlet diffusion tree, we draw328

τ | K ∼ DDT and sample each cell c as follows:329

1. Draw tc ∼ F (·), where F is some distribution over [0, 1] that represents our belief of how cells are330

distributed over the tree – e.g. for hematopoiesis we expect most cells to be near the leaves [29], so331

might choose something like Beta(5, 1).332

2. Over all branches that exist at time tc, pick one according to the fraction of particles beneath that333

branch. That is, if there are nr particles beneath branch r and K particles total, pick branch r with334

probability nr/K. This is equivalent to running a new particle through the tree with zero probability335

of creating a new branch and stopping at time tc.336
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3. Find the points on the chosen branch (nodes or cells) that have ta < tc < tb, with no other points337

in between. Let λa and λb be the latent locations of these points. Then, sample λc according to the338

Brownian bridge defined by its Markov blanket (nodes a and b), as in Eq. (13):339

λc ∼ N

(
λa +

tc − ta
tb − ta

(λb − λa) , (tc − ta)

(
1− tc − ta

tb − ta

)
σ2
0 I

)
. (14)

4. Finally, for each gene g ∈ {1, . . . , G}, sample gene expression level340

x(g)c ∼ Binom

(
NUMI , 1− e−q h

(
λ
(g)
c

))
(15)

as in Eq. (2), for positive link function h.341
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